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Abstract
Enterprises are leveraging the flexibilities as well as consistencies offered by the traditional service oriented architecture (SOA). The primarily reason to imply SOA is its ability to standardize way for formulating separation of concerns and combining them to meet the requirements of business processes (BPs). Many accredited research efforts have proven the advantages to separate the concerns in the aspects of one or more functional architectures such as application, data, platform, and infrastructure. However, there is not much attention to streamline the approach when differentiating composite services derived utilizing granular services identified for functional architectures. The purpose of this effort is to provide an empirical method to rationalize differentiated services (DSs) in an enterprise. The preliminary contribution is to provide abstract principles and categories of DS compositions. Furthermore, the paper represents an approach to evaluate velocity of an enterprise and corresponding index formulation to continuously monitor the maintainability of DSs.
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1. Introduction
Traditionally, services of SOA are composited to associate enterprise entities and corresponding operations to business process (BP) activities. The concept of DSs is fairly novel that introduces level of variations necessary to accommodate all the potential scenarios that are required to be included within the diversified business processes [4] and [7]. DSs are the services with similar functional characteristics, but with additional capabilities, different service quality, different interaction paths, or with different outcomes [5]. DSs provide the ability to capture precise interconnectivity and subsequently the integration between BPs and the operations of enterprise entities [12].

Typically, BP association with enterprise entities begins with assessments of the goals and objectives of the events required to accomplish the BP requirements. After modeling, BPs are implemented and consequently deployed to the platform of choice in an enterprise. The DSs have the built-in ability to considerably amend the BPs’ associations to their activities and reorganize based on either changes to the or new BP requirements [5] and [19]. It allows accommodating the desire level of alterations and respective association in the BPs across enterprise by means of combining capabilities of more granular services or nested operations.

DSs deliver the framework to place and update BPs as well as other important capabilities of monitoring and managing an enterprise. It enterprises accelerated time-to-market, increased productivity and quality, reduced risk and project costs, and improved visibility. Enterprises often underestimate the amount of change required to adapt the concept of DSs. [15], [16], and [17] indicates that DSs are usually architected, updated, and built based on ongoing changes into the enterprise. For example, newly introduced product of digital electric meter will be added to the product database and the service to “capture the meter data remotely” gets updated explicitly and in composition with data service to formalize the capabilities of the new product. The primary concerns such as update to the data service and the behavior of digital electric meter during the outage are not being addressed or realized during later stages when the specific event occurs pertaining to the specific BP.

Consequently, the entire purpose of DSs and their association with the enterprise entities are misled. It indicates that through feasibility analysis and navigation of complex cross functional changes of BPs associated with the enterprise entities are essential before updating DSs. The analysis presented in this paper identifies core characteristics of DSs and their association to the modeled BPs of an enterprise. The paper presents an approach to rationalize the relationship between the DSs and the desired variability in BP activities. The goal is to streamline and evaluate association between the BP requirements and baseline criteria to incorporate them into DSs. It sets the principles, categories, and evaluation criteria for DSs to retain the contexts and characteristics of DSs in an enterprise during various levels of updates.
In section 2, the primary concerns of the DSs and corresponding review of the past research efforts are presented. Section 3 provides methodology to institute DSs in an enterprise and derives preliminary principles. Identified meta-level categories of DSs are enumerated in Section 4. The classification of DSs is based on characteristics as well as anticipated behavior of the DSs. Section 5 represents the evaluation method for velocity of change in an enterprise considering 7 different BPs. Section 6 proposes and derives practical criteria to indicate maintainability of DSs depending on their classification. Section 7 presents conclusion and future work.

2. Literature Reviews and Primary Concerns of Introducing DSs

BPs assist businesses to make decisions in order to manage the enterprise. Using a combination of a BP activities, associated metrics, and benchmarks, organizations can identify enterprise entities that are most in need of improvement. There has been an increasing adaptation of BPs to derive granular level principles for an enterprise in recent years [2], [18], [22] and [29]. The Open Group Architectural Framework (TOGAF) [31] reserves business architecture as one of the initial phase to define BPs. The Supply Chain Council’s Supply Chain Operations Reference-model (SCOR), the Tele-Management Forum’s Enhanced Telecom Operations Map (eTOM), and the Value Chain Group’s Value Reference Model (VRM) framework are the prominent examples of specifying BPs.

However, widely accepted enterprise architecture (EA) and other frameworks [27] and [2] aren’t addressing the complexities of implementing desired variability in BPs and corresponding BP activities. They are highly deficient in specifying synergies of the DSs to BPs in an enterprise. BP management suite providers are also offering either inherent SOA and EA capabilities or third-party integration adapters [8]. As specified in [3], [6], and [11], it is primarily to eliminate the friction between BPM, anticipated variations in services, and enterprise architecture modeling. The most prevalent examples are Oracle SOA suite [24], Red Hat JBOSS BPM and Fuse products, OpenText BPM suite, IBM BPM suite [21], and Tibco Software as indicated in [8]. BP management suites are still struggling to achieve their enterprise potential best practices to implement and update DSs.

The BP requirements are usually grouped to formulate the future state of an enterprise. These requirements drives the vision and guides the decisions to introduce DSs. Various different research efforts [20], [23], and [33] indicates that the decisions are based on some or other way related to the following criteria.

- **Existing product or service offerings** and their enhancements, support, and maintenance. For example, DSs associated with the online payment BP has to consider the product subscribed or in use by the customer.
- **New products or services** that will enhance revenue or gain new market share in the current or near term timeframe. The most prominent DS example is to replace electric meter with the smart meter for specific set of customers.
- **Innovation related to future trends and competition.** Product and service offerings that require immediate development, however, will not contribute to revenue until outlying years. DSs deployed to prospect search and survey to investigate interest in advanced smart grid products are the examples.
- **Exit strategies for existing product or service offerings.** Proactively determining end life of the products or services. In many cases, the previous products and services are either need to be discontinued or advanced significantly. The foremost example is videocassette recorder.

The result of the decision process is a set of principles and key value propositions that provides differentiation and competitive advantages. Various attempts have been made either in specific use case [34] or in abstract standardization [32] and [25]. Rationalized principles have a much longer life span. These principles are direct or indirect reflection to attend the uncertainties of an enterprise. The principles should consider all the levels as well as categories of uncertainties identified or evaluated during the BP activities. In [14], three types of uncertainties are illustrated with examples.

- **State uncertainty** relates to the unpredictability that represents whether or when a certain change may occur. The example of state uncertainty is the initiation of outage process (by the utility corporation providing the outage to restoration services).
- **Effect uncertainty** relates to the inability to predict the nature of the impact of a change. During the outage due to unforeseen weather condition, it is absolutely unpredictable to know the locations or areas of impact.
- **Response uncertainty** is defined as a lack of knowledge of response options and/or an inability to predict the consequences of a response choice. Generally, utility provider has guideline for restoration during the outages, however, it is unpredictable during the situations that are never been faced before, such as undermined breaks in the circuits.
DS needs to implement these uncertainties either proactively initiating a change or reactively responding to the change. The conclusion of various studies [9], [10], [18], and [22] indicates that first step to consistently implement and update DSs is to define principles. These principles govern maintaining DSs in the correlations with the enterprise entities and advancements of BP activities.

3. Deriving Principles of DSs

The analysis of primary concerns and literature reviews illustrated in Section 2 justifies that the method for deriving principles of DSs should fundamentally have a focus at the BP requirements, identified and placed BP activities, and interdependencies between events of BP activities. The BP requirements have to be reviewed to certify the legitimacy and candidate for diversification to form DSs’ specification. Figure 1 presents a sequence of steps performed to identify principles of DSs in an enterprise and architect DSs in adherence to BP requirements.

**BP Requirements and Initiation**: The first step is to validate BP requirements alignment with business and goals of an enterprise. **Stage 0** (initiation) is defined to reiterate and evaluate BP requirements at each phase (or step). When there is an ambiguity identified in the BP requirement at any step due to responsibilities associated with the corresponding step then **Stage 0** has been initiated. **Stage ACN** is defined to analyze business impact, conflict of interest (if any exists), and notification across enterprise.

**Discovering and Assessing Architecture Artifacts**: When an enterprise receives alterations or new BP requirements, it needs to assess the impact in terms of other architectures associated with an enterprise (BP architecture, integration architecture, and system architecture). The responsibility of this step is to identify the need of introducing or updating architecture artifacts based on the process map (that is, association of services to the BPs or their activities). Primarily, it is accountable to identify whether any sublevel BPs (within existing BPs) and any additional BP activities required to be introduced. The need of introducing additional sublevel BPs or BP activities may be either due to critical to major advancements in BP requirements or changes necessary to other associated architecture artifacts (including integration and system architectures).

The other major responsibility of this step is to check availability of services for diversification based on BP requirements. It is also liable for specifying the desired level of updates and interdependencies with enterprise entities associated with the services (DSs or other types).

**Defining and Evolving Service Architecture**: It is the primary step to define, update, version, and deploy DSs. The DS gets evolved and advanced accommodating the desired level of diversification identified in previous step. The responsibilities of this step also include evaluating the potential uncertainties and alternate path that needs to be derived in adherence to identified uncertainties.

The decision whether to introduce additional DS, additional operation to existing DSs, or changes to the operations of existing DSs has to be achieved during this step. Modeling to map DSs with BP activities and streamlining their implementation are the part of this phase of DSs enabled enterprise.

Fig. 1 Steps to identify principles of DSs and architect DSs in an enterprise.
Associating Service Administration Paradigms: Specifying and resolving interdependencies of DSs with participant enterprise entities are the responsibilities of this step. It needs to ensure that DSs are in adherence to the availability of the enterprise resources and their defined Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Configuration, monitoring, and supporting DSs in association with enterprise entities (including any failure condition or resolution to uncertainties) are also the accountability of this step to derive principles of DSs in an enterprise and provide informed architecture decisions for DSs.

Following are the principles derived to identify, specify, develop, and deploy DSs in an enterprise based on the steps necessary to achieve BP requirements. Each step identified in Figure 2 reveals and constitutes the foundation for deriving the principles of DSs in relationship with BP requirements.

- Specification of DS’s operation into information that can be utilized in BPs in the context of concrete activities. The most prominent example is BP activity “generate invoice” needs DS that retrieves and combines the information of purchased products and their current pricing.
- Deterministic specification of relationship between BP activities and enterprise entities in DS. In the example of BP activities generate invoice, if any discount has to be implied then it needs to be in correlations with the pricing of the product.
- Precisely define BP activity’s events that can be emulated, monitored, and optimized through DS. The BP activity “generate invoice” request requires to be validated before retrieving the other related information.
- Impact of people, processes, and product (or service) offerings as metadata associated with the DS. The BP activity “generate invoice” can only be initiated by specific role associated with the employee (example: manager) or triggered by another activity such as “completed order”.
- Specify and govern SLAs of DS in the context of associated BP activity. The invoice should be generated within 3 seconds of completing order is an example of SLA.
- Regularly place and evaluate governance paradigms for DS in association with BP activity to address uncertainties. The BP activity “cancel order” or “returning an item (or product)” can occur after invoice has been generated. If those activities are not defined and updating, canceling or revising invoicing capabilities are not defined then it needs to be introduced.

4. Identified Categories of DSs
Due to increasing availability and development of SOA and BPs [26] and [28] platforms, services are being characterized in numerous different aspects. The foremost utilized classification methodology is functional architecture types such as platform services, data services, application services, and infrastructure services. Another approach is to classify industry segment specific services such as healthcare services, utility services, and payment services. Certain enterprises are also inclined to introduce custom classification of the services due to unavailability of the standards as well as rationalization.

Identified principles of DSs indicate that DSs are required reacting to the set of events associated with BP activities. DSs are independently built or compositing utilizing one or more types of services placed in an enterprise. DSs need to be categorized such that each type can be streamlined based on their characteristic and governed based on the type of SLAs associated with them. Following is the list of identified categories of DSs based on their characteristics.

- **Competency Services**: DSs that participates to satisfy one or more competencies of the core business offerings are categorized as competency services. Certain features between different versions of the same product-line are generic and essential, however, some features need to be distinguished in the DS.

- **Relationship Services**: DSs presenting external and internal relationships of the enterprise entities with the role associated with the entities such as customer, partner, and supplier. The example of such DS is the relationship of order with customer differs from the vendor and corresponding action needs to differ in the operations of DS.

- **Collaboration Services**: Any DS offering cooperation among varied enterprise entities and BP activities are considered the participant of collaborative service category. Calendar request to schedule the product review meeting is the type of collaborative service where participants can be either reviewer, moderator, or optional.

- **Common Services**: When an enterprise gain maturity, it needs to have standardized audit, log, and monitor capabilities. These standardized DSs falls in the category of common services. They are built to utilize consistently across multiple sets of BP activities with specific objective to monitor. Generating invoice and amount paid for an order are different BP activities, however, the number of item purchased are same and they are required to be monitored as well as verified between BP activities.
Framework Services: The framework services are to increase awareness of the enterprise’s technology architecture capabilities. DS built to search metadata associated with application services, data services, platform services, or infrastructure services is an example of framework service. The DSs differ in terms of what type of metadata can be searched for which kind of service.

Governance Services: DSs deployed to ensure the policies and practices are the governance services. Most diversification to the security related services including role based entitlement are the participant of governance services.

Organizational Services: Organization culture has various impacts on the BP activities. DSs that offer common understanding of organization culture as well as corporate processes are the organizational services. Ordering and utilizing office supplies for different departments is an example of organizational service. In this example, DS differs in terms of accessibility of type of supplies to the particular department.

Strategic Services: DSs participates in making a decision that impacts strategic direction and corporate goals are categorized as strategic services. Financial analysis based selection of marketing segments and budgeting based on available statistics of annual spending are the types of strategic services.

Conditional Services: Certain BP activities require special attention and business logic dedicated to particular condition. The DSs built, updated, and maintained to accommodate such scenarios are subject to this classification. Credit card with special privilege for purchases over allocated limit is an example of such DSs.

Automation Services: They are the services defined and utilized to introduce desired level of automation, yielding additional business value for new or existing BP activities. Typically, automation related services require stronger bonding and maturity at the BP activities. Service to send email notification for the approval versus the service for online approval is the classical example of such DSs.

DSs can be associated with multiple categories. However, alias to the DS is utilized for the secondary category such that it can be independently monitored and audited. Optional DSs’ common header elements (or metadata) are introduced to capture the runtime metrics for the DSs. Following are the additional information that DSs’ provides at runtime for further evaluation.

- Instance identification of the DS.
- Category of the DS.
- BP name and activity utilizing the DS.
- Registered consumer group and associated role using the DS.
- Service’s probability of failure (recursively identified from the audit logs).

5. Evaluating Velocity of an Enterprise

The experimental evaluation is based on set of 62 DSs out of 304 services (includes functional architecture type services as well as industry segment specific services besides dedicated DSs). The services are built in Oracle SOA suite [24] that has internal capabilities to map and generate relationship with BP activities. 4 iterations of the development, updates, and deployment have been conducted for the following 7 BPs. The BP activities and DSs are derived based on severity of the BP requirements.

BP# 1: Customer enrollment and registration
BP# 2: Manage customer information, inquiry, and history
BP# 3: Purchase order
BP# 4: Payment processing and account receivables
BP# 5: Invoicing
BP# 6: Notification and acceptance of terms
BP# 7: Account management

Velocity of the enterprise is representation of the rapid changes and updates necessary to achieve the BP requirements. The changes can be achieved through updating or introducing either DS operations, DSs, BP activities, or sublevel BPs. Correspondingly, the velocity is based on four types of ratios as specified bellow. The ratios are representation of the level of change necessary to achieve goals of BP requirement.

- DSs’ Ratio (DSR) = (Additional composite service / Total number of services)
- DS Operations’ Ratio (OPR) = (Additional accumulative number of DSs operations / Accumulative number of DSs operations)
- BP Activities’ Ratio (AR) = (Additional BP activities / Total number of BP activities)
- Sublevel BPs’ Ratio (SBR) = (Additional sublevel BPs / Total number of sublevel BPs)

The velocity evaluation presented in Eq (1) also introduces impact factor corresponding to each ratio, that is, c (critical), h (high), m (medium), and l (low). The assigned values for the impact factors are c = 10, h = 7, m = 4, and l = 2 to indicate finite value for the severity of update. There is absolutely no constraint to revisit the allocation of
severity to update impact factors during subsequent iterations of updates to BP requirements and corresponding deployment cycle. It should be based on findings as well as severity of BP requirements in consideration.

In Eq (1), \#BPs represents total number of participant BPs to form DSs enabled enterprise (7 in this case). When there is a need to introduce or update sublevel BP due to BP requirement then it is considered critical (c) change to an enterprise. Whereas, update to or introduction of DS operation is considered lowest category of change, that is, low (I).

\[
\text{VELOCITY} = \frac{\sum_{\text{BP}=1}^{\text{#BPs}} m \times DSR + l \times OPR + h \times AR + c \times SBR}{\#\text{BPs}}
\]

(1)

Table 1 provides implementation based analysis and computed velocity of 4th deployment iteration of BP requirements corresponding to the 7 BPs (as described above). Following are the acronyms utilized in Table 1.

- **#DS**: total number of participant DSs for the BP.
- **#OPs**: accumulative number of DSs’ operations involved.
- **#As**: total number of BP activities for the BP.
- **#SBPs**: total number of sublevel BPs of the BP.
- **#A-CS**: sum of new and updated DSs to the BP in iteration 4.
- **#A-OPs**: sum of new and updated number of DSs’ operations introduced to the BP in iteration 4.
- **#A-A**: sum of new and updated BP activities introduced to the BP in iteration 4.
- **#A-SBPs**: sum of new and updated sublevel BPs introduced to the BP in iteration 4.

DSs’ operations, BPs, BP activities, and sublevel BPs that are being reused across multiple BPs are counted at each and every instance for the purpose of accuracy to evaluate velocity.

As such there is no maximum limit set for the velocity, however, present deployment iteration’s velocity score can be considered as the baseline for subsequent iterations. The progressive values of velocity are indicated in Figure 2 for each iteration (1 through 4) pertaining to the 7 BPs in consideration.

### 6. Formulating DSs Maintainability Index (DSMI)

There is no obvious solution to evaluate maintainability of DSs. The primary reason is due to the little to no effort for defining maturity model and standardization for DSs. SOA maturity models and governance are implied at more operational aspects of the functional architecture type services [30] and [13]. The other types of metrics presented in [1] and [32] to measure the agility irrespective of the maintainability concerns of DSs. The DSMI is an effort to compute and continuously monitor maintainability of DSs. Oracle SOA suite capabilities are utilized to monitor and log DSs. Service registry features are embraced to define, govern, and monitor SLAs as well as metadata associated with the DSs.

#### 6.1 Paradigms to Derive Inverted DSMI

The paradigms to formulate DSMI are described below for each type of DSs.

**Business continuity (BUC):** It is to determine whether the introduced or updated DSs are able to continue the day-to-day business activities after the deployment (or iteration). The evaluation criterion for BUC paradigm is to monitor the number of unique support tickets created for type of DSs in context. For example, new customer registration is providing errors due to inaccuracies in validation of customer account number and/or customer identification.

The inverted ratio for BUC specific to the set of DSs associated with the DS type is derived below.

\[
i\text{BUC}_{\text{DS type}} = \frac{\text{# of unique support tickets by the customer}}{\text{#DSs deployed for } <\text{DS type}>}
\]

**Operational risk (ORI):** Operational risks are basically to evaluate the DS level continuation of the enterprise operations. Typically, it is traced by the number of failures occurred for the DSs in the production cycle of present deployment iteration. The specific example of change purchase order request DS failed due to unambiguous condition occurred within the dedicated DSs. The inverted ratio for ORI specific to the set of DSs associated with the DS type is derived below.

### Table 1: Velocity of the enterprise in iteration 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BP#</th>
<th>#DSs (#A-CSs)</th>
<th>#OPs (#A-OPs)</th>
<th>#As (#A-A)</th>
<th>#SBPs (#A-SBPs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7(0)</td>
<td>20(2)</td>
<td>8(1)</td>
<td>2(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12(3)</td>
<td>28(7)</td>
<td>15(0)</td>
<td>3(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>18(4)</td>
<td>42(7)</td>
<td>22(2)</td>
<td>5(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8(2)</td>
<td>15(3)</td>
<td>15(2)</td>
<td>3(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5(1)</td>
<td>12(2)</td>
<td>10(1)</td>
<td>3(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3(0)</td>
<td>8(1)</td>
<td>7(0)</td>
<td>1(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9(2)</td>
<td>16(3)</td>
<td>14(1)</td>
<td>2(0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VELOCITY (of Iteration 4) = 1.52**
The ratio of oRIS is being generated by comparing the failures with previous deployment iteration. The DSs header contains probability of failures and it is being automated at some extend to gain indicative operational risk at runtime (as stated in Section 4).

**SLA Factorization (SPR):** Scalability, reliability, and performance (SPR) are being bundled to evaluate SLA factorization. The SLAs defined in consideration of desired SPR for each type of DSs are configured and monitored. The SPR is identified based on the number of violations by the particular category of DSs in the present deployment iteration. The 4 seconds delay (when SLA is set for maximum 3 seconds) in sending order confirmation to vendor for specific product due to the heavy traffic is an example of SLA violation. The inverted ratio for SPR specific to the set of DSs associated with the DS type is derived below.

\[
iSPR_{\text{DS type}} = \frac{\text{( Number of DSs deployed for } <\text{DS type}>)}{\text{(Number of unique operational failures)}}
\]

The consistency of DS is being derived below.

\[
iORI_{\text{DS type}} = \frac{\text{( # of unique operational failures/ ( #DSs deployed for } <\text{DS type}>))}{\text{(Number of DSs deployed for <DS type>)} }
\]

**Consistency (COS):** Consistency can be evaluated at many different aspects. The primary objective of this criterion is to assess scope of the DS across multiple BP activities. Due to the BPs requirements, specification of the DS needs to incorporate high level interactions with enterprise entities and underneath events of BP activities. The consistency of DS is being derived based on the number of BP activities utilizing the specific type of DSs in considerations. The most prominent example is order delivery confirmation and status needs to be sent to customer, vendor, and account receivables. The inverted ratio for COS specific to the set of DSs associated with the DS type is derived below.

\[
iCOS_{\text{DS type}} = \frac{\text{( Number of DSs deployed for } <\text{DS type}>)}{\text{(Number of unique operational failures)}}
\]

**Extendibility and Continuous Improvements (ECI):** Extensibility and continuous improvement of the DSs are evaluated based on customization required to accomplish BP requirements. It is computed considering the number of additional custom modeling as well as implementation needed in context of BP activity and enterprise entity. The primary objective is, whether respective DSs are able to accommodate these customizations within the dilemma of their dependencies with existing enterprise entities. If the payment is not received within 6 months then it needs to be sent for collection and vendor also needs to be notified, is an example of extendibility of DSs associated with payment processing and account receivable BP. The inverted ratio for ECI specific to the set of DSs associated with the DS type is derived below.

\[
iECI_{\text{DS type}} = \frac{\text{( # of alternate BP flows accustomed in DSs of } <\text{DS Type} > / \text{ # DSs deployed for } <\text{DS type}>)}{\text{( # of BP activities utilizing DSs of } <\text{DS Type} > / \text{ # DSs deployed for } <\text{DS type}>)}
\]

If “n” stands for the number of DS types identified in an enterprise (it is 10 in this case based on Section 4) then inverted DSMI can be computed based on Eq. (2). #Paradigms (number of paradigms) to impact the DSMI is 5 as described above.

\[
\text{Inverted DSMI} = \frac{1}{\text{DSMI}} = \frac{\sum_{\text{Paradigm}}(i\text{BUC} + i\text{ORI} + i\text{SPR} + i\text{COS} + i\text{ECI})}{n}
\]

Table 1 below presents the DSMI computed in the iteration 4 for the identified and deployed 7 BPs (as described in Section 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paradigm Type</th>
<th>iBUC</th>
<th>iORI</th>
<th>iSPR</th>
<th>iCOS</th>
<th>iECI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competency (6)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship (12)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration (4)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common (7)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework (8)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance (6)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational (7)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic (7)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional (5)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automation (3)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Actual DSMI (of Iteration 4) = 1.76

6.2 Analysis and Observations of Evaluation

Figure 2 provides the progress of velocity and DSMI through iteration 4 for the 7 BPs deployed, advanced, and monitored. The finite numbers indicate the significant reduction in velocity over the iterations. 58% reduction in velocity (of deployment iteration 4) compare to iteration 3.
The graph also indicates increase in DSMI over the iterations. The DSMI (of deployment iteration 4) is improved by 21% compare to iteration 3. The result directly illustrates that continuous monitoring and improvements in terms of reducing the number of issues reported by the business users, immediate resolutions to causes of services’ failures, accurate modeling of DSs with respective to the BP requirements, and precisions in test scenarios decreases the velocity of enterprise and stabilizes the DSMI.

![Graph showing computed velocities and DSMI for all deployment iterations in production.](image)

Essentially, it concludes that more number of BP activities utilizing single DS and more number of alternate path inclusion to single DS decreases the level of maintainability of DSs, however, it increases the consistency and extendibility of the DSs. Contrarily, introducing more number of DSs also increases additional level of SLAs’ associations and uncertainties, however, introduces increased level of flexibility and agility in an enterprise. It is a trade-off that enterprise has to decide during the assessment of DSs architecture (2\textsuperscript{nd} step described in Section 3 Figure 2).

7. Conclusions

The perception of SOA is receiving wide acceptance due to the ability of accustom and respond to BP related requirements and changes providing operational visibilities to an enterprise. DSs are the means to accommodate uncertainties of BPs such that an enterprise may able to gain acceptable level of agility and completeness. As such, there are limited to no standardization available to derive and maintain the qualities of DSs. In this paper, we presented necessity of rationalizing DSs and their principles. The research effort is to propose an empirical method to derive and evolve the principles of identifying and placing DSs. The categorization and corresponding implementation for BP requirements into the DSs are identified and implied. Formulae to evaluate velocity of enterprise and assessment criteria to monitor maintainability of deployed DSs in terms of index are illustrated with an example implementation and validated in number of actual deployment iterations.

The rationalization achieved utilizing the methodology to derive and place principles of DSs increases consistency and predictability across multiple units as well as entities of an enterprise. The measurable implications due to changes in BP requirements and assessable maintainability are accomplished due to the classification and evaluation methodologies of DSs. The subsequent step is to determine more granular level of DSs types that can be leveraged in multifaceted BP scenarios. The underneath primary goal remains intact, that is, to evolve, retain, and stabilize maintainability of DSs.
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